Next to Medical and Wellness center (HUKM)

1. Lifestyle shop offices and versatile offices.
2. Strategic location connected with Highways - East West Link, Loke Yew, Middle Ring Road II and Bora Baya Highway.
3. Easy accessibility - a mere 5km from the heart of KL city.

tel 03-9173 6877 / 03-9173 4367
hp 010-528 8122 fax 03-9173 7166

A Joint Venture Development Between:

DATUK BANDAR

A & DATUK BANDAR

PPC GLOMAC SDN. BHD.

Turnkey Contractor & Project Manager:

PPC GLOMAC Sdn. Bhd.

All art rendering and pictures in this bullet are artist's impressions only. The information contained here is subject to change without notice as may be required by the relevant authorities or developer's architect. While every care is taken in providing this information, the developers cannot be held responsible for variations.